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News
views
What is your opinion of toe
Campus Safety and Security and Its
new program enabling students and
faculty to ride along with police
officers?
Of the seven persons interviewed
by News views, six were in favor of
the new program and one person did
not see any useful purpose for it.

Dale A. Francis, Junior:
"It's a step in the right direction,
but nothing like landing on the moon.
I think being in the cars is still the
basic problem security faces.

Dave Miller, junior:
"I think it's good that Campus
Security and Safety wants to get the
student involved by allowing them to
ride along on the beat.

Key (111, junior:
"One of the concerns in Bowling
Green is the apathy of the students.
How can you not be apatheltic unless
you know what the heck's going on?

John Bryant, sophomore:
"I believe its a good idea because
everybody can know more about
each other and the situation. If you
don't know the facts, its not fair to
criticize it."

Susan Brush-Harr, Graduate
assistant:
"I think it's an excellent idea
because it's a way that students can
get a look at a certain aspect of the
police force that they're not aware
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Petition threatens discos, liquor sales
By Tom Smith
Staff Reporter
The Sixth District Court of Appeals in
Toledo will determine the fate of area
liquor prohibition issues scheduled to
be on Nov. 7 election ballot in
Perrysburg Township.
The liquor issues would end the sale
of alcoholic beverages in Perrysburg
Township. Four separate issues were put
on the ballot after Irene Shiple,
Democratic candidate for Wood County
auditor, led a petition campaign to stop
development of a disco to be built on
U.S. 25 and Echo Road.
Other residents in the township, including Trustee Richard Britten and
businessman Bob Fastnacht, contend
that the issues would close four
businesses with liquor permits, including Fastnacht's Dixie Electric
Company, located in the township.

Ruling expected on Perrysburg prohibition issues
DESPITE PLEAS from Perrysburg
Township trustees did not rezone the
area and issued permit for a 160 by 160
building.
One of Shiples objections to the new
disco is the heavy traffic created by a
"4,000-seat disco," National Entertainment's Company's developer was
not available for comment.
Fastnacht, owner of the Dixie
building, said the new disco will seat
about 1,000.
BECAUSE THERE actually are four
liquor issues on the ballot, two related
to beer carry-out and two related to
serving beer and liquor in glasses, it
would be possible for the two carry-outs
to remain in business'if the first two
issues are defeated.

"So many are concerned with what is
happening to our community. It is a
nice small town and a lot of people feel
it will not be the same if the disco is
built," Shiple said.
The group circulated the petition and
collected 234 signatures, 11 more than
required according to Constance
Hillard, director of the county board of
election. However, she said a group led
by Britten is contesting the validity of
19 signatures and the board's acceptance precedure.
THE BOARD accepted the petitions
by polling three of the four board
members by phone, she said. The
fourth was out of town. Hillard explained that this is a regular practice.
In the absence of Republican board
chairman Helen Isch, Democratic vice
chairman Albert Newlove said Hillard
phoned him and stated the number of
petitions needed and the number
present and said that everything was in
order.
Newlove said he voted to accept the
petitions because it was a routine
matter.

Hillard said that the practice of
polling by phone may not be permited
under Ohio sunshine law for open
meetings, but had no guidance about
such practice.

would have on the businesses.
Fastnacht said some persons who
signed the petitions have claimed that
the petition misrepresented the issue.

TOLEDO ATTORNEY William
Ahem, representing Britten in the
appeal, said the law requires all
decisions to be made in public
meetings. If the court of appeals
determines that the board legally accepted the petitions, not by the August
phone poll but at a Sept. 5 meeting the
petition would be invalid. State election
laws require the acceptance of petitions
84 days prior to an election and the
petition was submitted 55 days before
the election.
At the September meeting, the board
heard complaints from Britten,
Fastnacht and others about the circulation process. The board voted 2-2 to
accept the petitions. The tie was broken
by Secretary of State Ted W. Brown,
who voted to accept the petition.
Britten said many voters signed the
petitons without knowing the effect it

A GROUP presented 19 affidavits to
remove its names from the petitions.
Hillard said anyone can remove his
name from a petition until it is filed
with the board. If the 19 signatures are
removed, the petition would not have
the 223 signature needed to be put on the
ballot.
Fastnacht criticized the board for not
seeking testimony from those who
signed the affidavits.
He also said some of the petition
circulators did not know that the four
firms would lose their liquor licenses.
Ahem said the group's second line of
offense is the validity of many
signatures.
Britten and Fastnacht said some
individuals who signed the petitions
were unaware of the impliciations of
the petition effort until after the Sept. 5
hearing.
"IF IT PASSES, it would effectively

close our doors," Fastnacht said. He
explained that discos serving only soft
drinks have not been successful. Youths
are drawn to "semi-adult" places
where they can relax by having a beer
or a drink, he said.
Fastnacht estimated that about 150
employees would lose their jobs in a
year. He said he hires University
students who work part-time and those
who are in the job market for the first
time.
Shiple said her supporters have no
organized campaign planned to implement prohibition.
Fastnacht said the opposition is
waging a two-prong campaign. The
group is fighting in court to remove the
issue from the ballot and has a plan to
publicize effects of the petition should
the court challenge fail.
If the petiton would fail Nov., Shiple
and others could petition to have it on
the ballot in June, Newlove said. But if
the issue is approved by the voters,
Britten and forces would have to wait
four years before trying to end
prohibition.

Biology professor receives grant
to study fruit flies, genetics
By Denlse Sakal
Fruit flies may be just pests for
consumers who don't want them near
food, but to a University professor,
these insects provided means for a
$49,200 research grant.
Dr. Jong Sik Yoon, an associate
professor of biology, has received the
grant from the National Science
Foundation to continue genetic studies
of the insects.
Yoon began his research in 1962. He
was interested in genetics and the flies
"have large chromosomes, they're
easy to handle and had been used in the
scientific field already," he said.
"I WANTED to study the natural
phenomenon of speciation and

evolution in living organisms and how
they evolved from previous ancestors,"
Yoon said.
One of his main goals is to find a cure
for cancer and to find it, genetics must
be studied, he said.
"I try to provide some knowledge of
genetic principles and eugenics (the
study of improving human quality),"
Yoon said. "We'll find the basic principles in the near future, but the cure
for cancer will take time."
Yoon has had 35 research papers
published and a new fly species,
Drosophilia Yooni, was named after
him because of his contributions to the
study of cytogenetics in the Hawaiian
Drosophilia.
"THE HAWAIIAN Drosophilia
project will provide basic knowledge of

mutation, speciation and evolution.
Secondly, I want to apply that information to radiation genetics and
study the effects, damages and possible
protection from radiation," Yoon said,
adding that he hopes to further his
research in oncogenetics, the study of
cancer.
Yoon's most recent finding has been
in chromosomal rearrangements in
speciation.
He received his bachelor's degree in
biology in Korea and his master's and
doctoral degrees in genetics at the
University of Texas. This is the fifth
research grant he has been awarded.
Yoon came to the University this fall
because he said it offered a change, is a
fruit fly stock center and is advanced in
genetics.

DROSOPHILA YOONI'-A new species
of fruit fly, above, has been named
after University professor Jong Slk
Yoon.

Panel discusses bargaining
By Bob Wringsrtni'r
Staff Reporter
Newsphoto by Frank Brellhaupl

Dr. Jong Sik Yoon

Inside the News
NEWS: Keith Jameson takes a look at banks from the consumer's
point of view. Page 3.
ENTERTAINMENTS University Theater production of "Equus"
opens tonight. A preview is on Page 3.
SPORTS: A report on last night's World Series game is on Page I.
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Recommendations for instituting
collective bargaining on a local level,
its success at another Ohio college and
some myths concerning collective
bargaining were the topics discussed by
the three panelists who addressed last
night's meeting of the University
chapter of the American Association of
Univesity Professors (AAUP).
BUI Berlinghoff, national AAUP
representative, said that in recent
years, the role of AAUP has been expanded.
"Over the past ten or fifteen years,
formal collective bargaining has entered the picture in more and more
institutions. AAUP has attempted to
use collective bargaining as a lever in
higher education to establish and
promote the principles it has developed
over the years," Berlinghoff said. He
explained the AAUP approach to
collective bargaining as "very much
locally oriented."

"WE'LL SEND in people to advise
the chapter, we'll support it
monetarily and legally where it is
appropriate, but basically, the chapter
itself does all the decisionmaking in the
process," he emphasized noting that
local chapters are free to select their
own bargaining agent and conduct the
bargaining process.
The role of AAUP, he said, is to
"develop within the chapter the expertise needed to conduct collective
bargaining on an ongoing basis. It is our
opinion that collective bargaining is
best done by the faculty who have to
live with the contract negotiated. They
know the problems best, (and,
therefore) they should be able to make
the critical decisions best," Berlinghoff
stated.
He said AAUP has used this approach
successfully in a number of Ohio
colleges, including the University of
Cincinnati, Cuyahoga Community
College and Ashland College.
David Hartleb, president of AAUP at
the University of Cincinnati, said
AAUP began a successful pledge card

campaign in 1973 similar to the one
conducted by the Bowling Green
Faculty Association last spring. The
president of the University then consented to an election. Hartleb said.
He said the election was successful
despite administration efforts to make
the process "as difficult as possible,"
and noted that his chapter received
support from the national AAUP
organization in the form of loans and
assistance with problems.
"I THINK it's important to understand that the primary reason why
we wanted collective bargaining at
Cincinnati was that almost all of (the
faculty) was very discouraged at the
increasing loss of faculty authority in
university affairs," Harleb noted.
He emphasized that money was also a
factor, though not a primary one, in the
faculty approval of collective
bargaining."Governance-the appropriate role of the faculty in
managing the university was the
primary factor," he said.
"In a sense, collective bargaining, at

least at Cincinnati, was a reactionary
movement, a conservative movement,
to try to go back and capture something
we had all lost," Hartleb concluded.
Klaus M. Schmidt, professor of
German and Russian and vice
president of the University AAUP
chapter, called for clarification of three
myths that he believes are impeding
progress to hold a collective bargaining
election at the University: "Tint
collective
bargaining
means
unionization, that it means strike and
that it means the disruption or
replacement of existing faculty
governance structures."
"Basically, collective bargaining
means the representation of the faculty
in the decisionmaking process on all
levels that are vital to the faculty,"
Schmidt said.
"There has been a growing
dissatisfaction not only because salary
raises weren't what we expected them
to be but because many people feel
we're being asked less and less about
very vital conditions" Schmidt said

national columnist

it's that time of year again: sports mania spreads
WASHINGTON-When it comes to
watching TV sports, the last two weeks
have been as tough as any I can
remember. Between college football on
Saturday, the American and National
League baseball playoffs, as well as the
World Series, not to mention doubleheader pro games on Sunday, and
Monday night football, the American
sports fan has been glued in his chair
for days on end.
The other night I dropped over to see
McCloskey to watch a football game
with him. He didn't recognize me when
I walked in. His eyes were red and
bulging out.
"McCloskey," I cried. "It's me. Are
you all right?"
MRS. MCCLOSKEY took me by the
arm, out of earshot. "Don't worry, he

Art
Buchwald
doesn't recognize me either. He just sits
there for hours staring at the set."
"Uhhhhhhhhhhhhhh,"
McCloskey
groaned, waving his hand back and
forth.
Mrs. McCloskey rushed to his side.
"What is it Phil? Do you want water? Is
that what you want?"
"Unhhhh," McCloskey said, nodding
his head in the affirmative. Mrs.

McCloskey rushed out to get him a
glass of water. I sat down next to him.
When the quarter was over and there
was a commercial break, I said, "Well,
Phil, how's it going?"
He looked annoyed that I had spoken.
Mrs. McCloskey returned with the
glass of water.
"Don't be upset If he pretends he
doesn't hear you. He hears what he
wants to."
"When did he get this way?"

"I THINK IT WAS during the third
Yankee-Kansas City game. He just
went into a TV coma and hasn't come
out of it. I called the doctor, but he
wouldn't come over because he said he
didn't want to miss Oklahoma playing

Texas. He told me to turn off the set and
give him two aspirin. I tried to turn off
the set but Phil became so violent, I had
no choice but to turn it on again."
"Uhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh," McCloskey
said.
"What is it Phil? What do you want? "
McCloskey put his arms around his
shoulders.
."YOU'RE COLD, is that it? Here's a
blanket. See I'm wrapping it around
you. Now isn't that better?"
McCloskey's head just drooped.
"He dozes off every once in a while,"
she told me. "But he never fails to wake
up when something exciting is about to
happen."
"This must be pretty tough on you," I
said.
"The children and I take turns sitting

opinion
weekend activities
The University Is becoming quite famous around the country and it Is
not because of a research program, an athletic team or student accomplishment. It is because of the weekly student exodus home on
weekends.
According to one monthly magazine, the favorite pastime for Bowling
Green Students is going home for the weekend. Anyone trying to cross
East Wooster Street on a Friday afternoon can attest to that fact.
We do not want the students to think that we are against the Idea of
going home for the weekend. It is perfectly natural to want to get "away
from it all." at least for a while. But there is a side that most people may
not see-student disappointment with the University.
All too often a student complains that there is nothing to do on the
campus. Their only pastime is thinking of that day when they can go
home. The News believes that this line of thought is false.
If there is on thing this campus offers, it Is a wide range of activities.
There are movies, lectures, beer blasts, plays, poetry readings, clubs and
in,inv more activities, plus many attractions down town. All one has to do
is look at the Green Sheet or the News for weekend activity ideas.
The University and town have a lot to offer in the form of entertainment
and we do not like to see students leaving for the weekend under the
premise that there is a lack of activities.
/ The key is to become involved. Find something at the University that
you would like to stay around for and you might just find that weekends in
Bowling Green are not really that bad.

with him. The doctor says once the
World Series is over, and he'll only have
football to watch he'll get better.
"Doyou want me to go?" I asked.
"No, the doctor said it's good for him
to be around people even if he refuses to
speak to them."
"Uhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh,"
McCloskey said.
"What's he saying?" I asked.
"HE WANTS SOMETHING to eat,"
Mrs. McCloskey said. "He always get
hungry when he sees a McDonald's
commercial. "Phil, don't go away. I'm
bringing you a nice bowl of soup."
"Uhhhhhh."
"You want potato chips, too? It's
coming right up. Keep an eye on him,"
Mrs. McCloskey said. "If he gets out of
his chair, grab him. He hasn't been on

his legs in two weeks."
Suddenly McCloskey turned to me
and tried to say something. "What is it,
Phil? Spit it out. What is it?"
HE MADE A GESTURE for me to
lean over so he could whisper in my ear.
The words came out slowly almost as a
grunt, but they were clear, He said,
"Cosell...talks...too...much."
I called Mrs. McCloskey. "I think
he's coming out of It! "I cried. "He just
spoke to me."
Mrs. McCloskey burst into tears.
"Now, if we can just get him through
the World Series."
(c) 1978, Los Angeles Times Syndicate

'judgment is founded on truth../

guest column

students should know the issues
In less than three weeks on
November 7th, voters across the state
and on this campus will be making a
very important decision. At this time,
I'd like to express my concern with the
outcome of the election, and why I have
been so involved with the Young
Republicans. Being a friend and avid
supporter of State Representative
Charles Durfess has given me faith, not
only in the Republican Party, but in our
political system. Knowing him has
made me believe that there really are
politicians who care aobut the people
they are elected to serve.
My involvement with the Young
Republicans has provided me with
opportunities to meet all kinds of
people—locally and nationwide. I also
like the feeling I get when I fend for
something I strongly believe in—good
leadership and the Republican Party.

By Sandy Baker
This type of caring and support is the
only way we will get the people we need
in office. There is never room for
apathetic attitudes, especially in
politics!
ON ELECTION day we will have to
decide whether we want to reinstate our
present experienced Governor—James
A. Rhodes, or allow Richard Celeste, a
young inexperienced man to step up
into the governor's seat. If you still
aren't sure who you want, or don't care,
it's time you found out! How many of
you know about the proposed issues the
candidates have faced us with?
A big issue that will' definitely be

affected by the outcome of the election
is education. Like a large percentage of
you, with in the next few years, I will be
teaching and am extremely concerned
with the future of our schools. I think
Rhodes deserves another chance
because most of the school closings and
financial difficulties can be blamed on
our Democratic State Legislature.
Governor Rodes has offered a detailed,
workable program for the Ohio school
system. He assures that property taxes
will not suffer an increase. Current
income tax and lottery monies are
earmarked. His program offers 1.1
billion dollars more for schools over the
next four years. Up to now I haven't
been able to conclude any details about
Celeste's plan for education. (I don't
think he knows himself) He has only
promised a committee to investigate
possible solutions for the education

deficiencies. From their recommendations he would seek an answer.
That vague outlook on the issue gives us
no confidence, or any clear-cut answers
on what will become of the schools if
Celeste should take the governorship!
After meeting and talking to
Governor Rhodes, I am convinced that
his experience and agressiveness is
what Ohio needs. I am confident that
after you, the students, learn about the
issues and realize how crucial your
involvement and decisions can be, you
too will be convinced to vote the
Republican ticket. Remember—the
Republicans are not out to beat the
Democrats. We just want a good
government!
Sandy Baker Is a student at the
University.
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Letters
profs should
prepare more
This is a plea to professors who
schedule their exams before the
quarter begins, to please cover the
material as planned, or reschedule the
exam.
In one of my classes we attend lectures and are tested every two weeks.
As illustrated on the syllabus, we are to
read several chapters and listen to
several cassettes throughout this two
week period prior to the test. Our
professor lectures on this same
material, so when it is time for the
exam we should be well prepared.
This past week, our professor fell two
days behind in lecturing by discussing
material which was not on the syllabus;
material which she apparenly thought
was valuable.
However, the day before the test, we

were then two chapters behind in
lecture, leaving many concepts yet to
be discussed. On this particular day she
arrived at class fifteeen minutes late,
quickly explained one or two concepts,
then told us that all the material on the
syllabus was to be on the test, regardless of what was covered in class.
I do not pay $331 for tuition each
quarter to teach myself out of a textbook. If I could understand every
concept simply by reading it in the text,
then I would not attend lecture in the
first place. I believe these lectures are
pertinent' to my understanding of class
material.
So please professors, if you fall
behind in lecture, then reschedule the
exam. Do not expect the student to
understand what was not explained in
class. For if we could, then you would
not be a necessary part of education.
You would be replaced by the textbook,
and we would pay less tuition.
Chris Folzenlogen
146Compton

requirements
make no sense
Editor's note: The following is an open
letter to SGA'i Academic Council Rep.,
James Whalen
I am sorry for any embarrassment I
may have caused you Wednesday afternoon at the Academic Council
meeting when I pressed you to explain
why you were taking 70 credit hours of
general education. The problems you
had explaining the rationale for the
group requirements and explaining the
objectives of the particular credit hour
requirements in Business's "general
education" group requirements are
problems common to all students at
BGSU. Why, because first of all, the
group requirements in all colleges don't
make sense to students (or to many

faculty) since there is no set of explicit
objectives that they are actually
designed to meet or evaluated against
at this time. This fact leads to a second
reason why group requirements make
no sense to students: Since the
requirements are not based on any set
of agreed upon objectives, advisors
can only tell people what the credit hour
requirements are and not why they are
that way or what goals they are
designed to serve.
Although surveys of faculty and
alumni show that there is great concern
about general education at BGSU, most
faculty do not take as active an interest
in the general education issue as they
do in professional education in their
fields of specialization. This leads to
excellence In our major programs, but
something approaching mediocrity In
our general studies requirements.
Some courses are quite good, but others
are questionable at best
You, like thousands of BGSU undergraduates, have been given far less

than you deserve when it comes to that
basic foundation in essential skills and
liberal arts understanding that makes
up a genuine university level educaion.
I am sorry, not so much for what I had
to do at the Academic Council meeting
to make manifest to you, and to the
others, how shallow our current group

requirement systemi is, I am more
sorry for the fact that it is the way it is.
We must work together to improve it; if
not for you, then for the students of the
eighties.
Peter A Facione
Director, University Division of
General Studies

let's hear from you
The News welcomes reader response to editorial comment as well as opinions
on topics of student interest, in the form of letters to the editor and guest
columns.
All correspondence should be typewritten and triple-spaced. Only those
letters and columns signed and listing the author's address and phone number
for verification will be accepted.
Letters to the editor may not exceed 300 words (30 typed lines). Columns are
not to be more than 60 typed lines.
The News reserves the right to reject letters or portions of letters that are
deemed in bad taste or malicious.
Correspondence may be sent to: Editorial Editor, The BG News, 106
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Local accounts eliminate headaches for students
By Keith Jameson
Editorial Editor
"Take care of the pennies and the dollars will take care of
themselves" may be true for those who can afford it, but for
University students who cherish every cent, a bank may be
what they need.
At least two basic options are open for students.
One is to open an account with a hometown establishment,
a system that may offer good rates for the students but may
cause an inconvenience in Bowling Green.
"Some parents are reluctant to let their son or daughter
do that when they're off to college," Paul Windish, vice
president of Hunington Bank, 130 S. Main St., said, adding
that it Is a responsibility that must be learned.
"IN A WAY it's as important as any academic course offered by the University," he said.
According to John Kloss, chairman of the Student Consumer Union (SCU), students may find it impossible or costly
to cash a check in town.
For example, many merchants refuse to cash checks

unless they are from a local bank. Many banks will add a
service cost if the student does not have an account there.
To avoid problems, a student may do business with a
Bowling Green bank by opening a checking or savings account.
SINCE MOST students are here for four years, they prefer
easy access rather than interest on a savings account. The
checking account becomes the most popular option, according to Kloss.
Most banks will open a checking account with a minimum
deposit of $50, as at the Hunington Bank, and will not charge
a service cost as long as there is a $200 balance. One bank,
Northwest of Ohio, will keep an account open with $1.
If a student lets his balance fall below the allowed
minimum, he may be charged from six cents to $1 a check,
plus a statement fee, depending on the bank and how often a
statement is mailed.
This is very important in choosing a bank. The number of
checks a student writes may make a difference when service
charges are considered, Kloss said.
IF A STUDENT wants a long-term investment, he may be

interested in a savings ceo unt.
Most area banks offer interest rates from S percent to five
and three-quarters percent, depending on how often the interest Is compounded.
Students wishing to open an account may deposit anywhere
from no minimum to a $100 minimum initial deposit.
Most banks offer a mothball account where a student may
keep a nominal sum, usually only $1, in a savings account to
keep it active so they will not have to re-establish the account.
Windish said a new service will start Nov. 1 for Hunington
Bank customers.
A PERSON may prearrange to have money taken from his
savings to cover any overdrawn checks, as long as the
savings account is not overdrawn too, Windish said.
Kloss said that the cost of the accounts, such as service
charges and check costs, should be the prime concern in
choosing a bank. Student needs (how many checks will be
written) also should play a role In the decision.
However, convenience of the bank's location may take
precedent over cost.
"FROM WHAT I've talked to people, when they chose the

Peter Shaffer's play which
opens the University Main
Season at 8 p.m. tonight in
the Main Auditorium,
University Hall.
DR. CHARLES Boughton,
associate professor of
speech, will direct this story,
winner of the 1975 Tony
Award for best play, based
on a young man who blinds a
stableful of horses.

Alan St rang, the disturbed
17-year-old played by Jeff
Menz, is placed under the
care of psychiatrist Martin
Dysart, played by graduate
student
Rodger
A.
Gerhardstein, Jr.
THROUGH A SERIES of
elegantly stylized flashbacks, the psychiatrist
learns of the boy's religious
worship of a horse, his

A special breed.

growing sexual awareness
and the girl who seduces him
in the stable, played by
Michelle Burch.
"The most difficult part of
the play is making it clear
where we are - from past to
present," said Dr. Boughton,
referring to the flashbacks.
With special lights and
pantomine this difficult feat
is accomplished.
The boy's parents, played

by Lori D'Angelo and Jerry
Roerig, are total opposites
and aid in his madness. She
is a puritanical religious
fanatic and he is a sexually
frustrated socialist.
TINA TAYLOR designed
the costumes for the six
horses portrayed by Carl
Stange, Daniel Claye, Don
Irven, David Ponkey, Randy
Baughman and Tim Darnell.

Something Great To Share

(even with your roommate)

PEARL

The Big Beer
From Texas

NOW-

Pearl
"«",Ynri,>i\»*

in Giant Quart Bottles
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The cast also includes
Cynthia Malone as a friend
of Dysart, Bob Goddard as
the stable owner and Carole
Eckman as the nurse.
"Equus" will run through
Saturday. Tickets, which are
$1 for University students
with ID, $2 for high school
students and $3 for adults,
can be purchased 9 a.m. to 7
p.m. at the University
Theatre box office.

+
B°p

Local briefs
Sen/or citizens
A forum for senior citizens will be held at 12:45 p.m.
today at the senior citizens center at the Wood County
Fairgrounds. Senior citizens will have direct impact on
the Area Office on Aging's new plan for services at this
meeting. For more information, call the Area Office on
Aging, 248-4234.

Political lunch

Fall quarter theater season opens with 'Equus'
By Judy Bajec
"New York Times" calls it
"a psychological inquiry into
a crime, a journey into
someone's mind."
"Time" says it is "the kind
of drama that shoots
adrenaline into people's
tongues."
This gripping, high class
suspense story they are
raving about is "Equus,"

bank It was basically on location and convenience. A person
from Harshman would chose the Mid-Am Bank while
someone In Founders might want to bank at the Hunington,"
Kloss said.
If a student has problems obtaining information about
banks, the SCU offers results of a survey taken in April that
lists vital facts conerning Bowling Green banks, Including
service charges and interest rates.
"We'll Just give them the information and let them decide.
It's a matter of them coming to us," Kloss said

Red Cross
is counting
~onyou.

The Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce is sponsoring a Meet Your Candidates luncheon at noon today at
Kaufman's restaurant, 163 S. Main St. Robert E. Brown,
William I. Warner and James R. Copley, candidates for
state representative, will speak. Advance reservations
are requested and interested persons should call 353-7945.

Design entries
The women's studies program is offering a $75
honorarium for the best creative design for a program
logo. It should beang by 11 inch black and white presentation on illustration board. Deadline for entries is Nov.
13.

Exit interviews
Students with National Defense-Direct Student Loans,
Nursing Student Loans or Student Development
Guarantee Loans who are graduating or leaving the
University after fall quarter should contact the student
loan collection office at 372-0112 to make an appointment
fqr an exit interview.

no n. main St.
352-1092

open n A.m.
close 2.30 a.m.
dpjnk specials 7 Nites Now!

Tues. - Lodies Nite
(All drinks 1/2 price).
Wed.-Quarter Nite 8-9.-30

Thurs.
Fri.
Sot.
5un.

Dime Nite

Introducing Fri. ond Sot. os "Dime Nites"

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

What does it lake to be a Marine officer'' II lakes strength
agility coordination endurance intelligence moral and
physical courage It takes desire, determination and
grit^Above all. it takes the ability to lead other Marines
under conditions of extreme stress In
~jfcp
short, it takes a special breed of man
If you have what it takes, we 11 bring
out the best in you Contact us Now1
Call collect 313-226-7764.
We'll be on campus: Wednesday, October 18,
Math Science Bldg.and Thursday, October 19, University Hall.

The Few.The Proud.The Marines.

IT'S THE

tuesday thpouqh Sunday
This Week Featuring "Ebenezer"
KX>GOO0OOO0OOOC>OOOCKX>OOOO0O0OO0<

BIS
Hews
Advertising Salesperson
of the Week

Leslie
Ruppert

Taco Pizza. The newest
taste sensation now
at Pizza Inn.
Looks like.'

hot sandwiches
Roast Beef
Sloppy joe's
ham
Soup of the day

Some Other Place

1st ANNUAL
Congratulations!
Boooooooooooooooooooooooooooooofi

All-Campus
Beer Blast

THE TOWN

lunches 11 a.m. until 6 p.m.

Saturday, October 21
7-Midnight
$1.50 Admission
Refreshments FREE
Sponsored by the
Arnold Air Society ond Angel Flight

"YELL
LIKE
HELL"
CONTEST
2 TOP AWARDS
• LOUDNESS Based on a Decibel Meter
• CREATIVITY Based on a Panel of
Judges
For more information call 2-2951
Prove yourself to be the wildest and loudest group of B.G.S.U.

^%

a pizza, tastes like a taco.
Try one today.

tlkeu*.

Open Monday through Thursday 11:00 a.m. to Midnight
Friday and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to 1:30 a.m., and Sunday 12:00 p.m. to Midnight

Address

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE CONTEST:

TACO PIZZA

Pizza• iMUnc
inn'

Group Representative
Phone#
Name of Group (if applicable)

Wine % Cordial Plate
This Wednesday October 18
4:30 p.m.-1.00 a.m.

1) Slogans Not To Include "The Seven Words You Can't Say on TV."
2) Topics Related To a) B.G. Falcons vs. Central Michigan Chippewahs
b) Homecoming Theme
c) Halloween
APPLICATION DEADLINE - Monday, October 23.1978. 5:00 p.m.
405 Student Services Bldg.
♦ As Recorded By George Carl in
Remember "YELL LIKE HELL"
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ABORTION
TOLL FREE

Your United Way Pledge Works For All ot Us
Over 90 Community Chest end Red Cross Service Centers
Need Your Fair Share Support

9 a.m.-lO p.m.

1 -800-438-8039

And you
haven t had
aprocto
lately?

RESTAURANT
AMERICAN & CHINESE FOODS
160 N. MAIN ST. 352-2626
NOW! Open Every Sunday!

Proctaan
everyday way of
saying proctoscopic
examination.
It's a simple
diagnostic test for
cancer of the colon
and rectum
And it helps
save more lives than
any other step in
the checkup.
So. if you're
over 40, you should
have a procto as
part of your health
examination.
Just think of It
as a regular part of
I living.

12:00-8:00 p.m.

DAILY SPECIAL $1.50
Regular Business Hours
11:30 A.M.-10:00 P.M. Mon.-Thurs.
4:00 P.M.-10:00 P.M. Sat.

Bowling
Gr«n»n

Last year more people
had cancer
of the colon-rectum
than any other cancer.

Jaycees

MMrED

Campus calendar
the Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram and "Mow Solids Can
Fail."
KoSuteml KarateClass, 6:30-8:30 p.m.,201 Hayes.

Campus Calendar Is a dally listing of campus events
(meetings, lectures and entertainment) provided as a service
to readers. Unless otherwise noted, all events listed are tree
and open. Campus Calendar forms are available In the News
office, 106 University Hall, 372 2003. There Is no charge for
submitting listings to the section.

Entertainment
Faculty Swim, 11:30 12:30 p.m., Natatorlum. Admission 33
cents. Suit rental 10 cents.
"Reefer Madness," 1:30-4 p.m.. Side Door, Union. Video
program shown continuously.
BG Curling Club. 6-10 p.m..Ice Arena.
BO-TV 7, 7:30 p.m., on closed circuit campus television
station 7. A campus produced newsmagazine featuring
consumer news, sports, features and reviews.
Recital. > p.m.. Recital Hall. Music Building. Featuring
Edward and Virginia Marks.
University Theater Production, I p.m., Main Auditorium
University Hall. "Equus." $1 with BGSU ID. High School
students, children and senior citizens $2. All others S3.
Public Skating. 8 10 p.m.. Ice Arena. Admission S1.25 with
BGSU ID. Skate rental 50 cents.

WEDNESDAY
Meetings
Interview Sign Ups, 7:30 1:30 a.m.. Forum. Sutdent Services.
For non school Interviews.
Geography Club, 4: 30 p.m., 304A Hanna Hall.
Library Media Club. 6:30 p.m.. 100 Hayes.
Gay Union, 7:30 p.m., Perry-Croghan Rooms, Union.
PRSSA. 7:30p.m., JOOMoseley
Ski Club. 7: JO 9 p.m. US Education.
SGA.«p.m., Assembly Room, McFallCenter.
Lectures and Classes
Physics Lectures, 2:30 p.m.. 269 Overman Hall. Lectures on

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
DAY 15: CAMP DAW
PLUS TWO. 77*5 MSZnc PEACE ACCORDS
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FOR CARTER, SUCCESS
is steer HIS STAND/NO
urn OMSRESS AND arm
THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
• HAS NEVER BEEN ON
1
FIRMER ettOUND.
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Crossword

Wood County Grand Stand Building
Thurs., Oct.19 - Sun. ,Oct. 22.
Reopen Thurs., Oct. 26.
Close Tues., Oct. 31.
7 p.m. -11 p.m.
Oct. 20& 21 Is Greek Night.
Wear a Greek T-Shlrt and get
50 cents oft admission.

ACROSS

ADMISSION *1.50

Racketeers

Ciwctwa til

in Dairy Queen Building

TUESDAY •THURSDAY]
STUDENT NICHTS!

Cold Beer and Wine

All STUDENTS Jlffl Lfll
WITH ID'S
JJLFN

it This Weeks Specials

..■SP*

Daffy
Atrophy
Sprang back
Italian goddess
Nut
Man's name
Cur
incline
Make over
To be: Fr.

25 Girl's nickname
28 Far North
natives
30 African nalive

19 Roman garments
.ru expanses
22 Law courts
Z4Calitornia
peak

65 Emanations
66 High-hat
67 Progeny
„.„.„

34 Brake part
35 Duck
36 Friend of

26
27
29
30

lism
2 Markel
place: Gr.
3 Cripples
4 Bursar
5 Sward
• Copy: Abbr.
7 Singes
8 Pointing
9 Grow up
10 Forlorn
11 Baltic gull
12 Grandparenlal
13 Hardy
heroine
21 Mexican title
23 Salaams

1 Lithuanian
5 Yes, yes:
Sp.
9 French rebel
14 Seaweed
15 Harbinger
16 Current
17 Any
18 Pair: Var.

Grudge
Single
Flabbergasl
Cartoonists'
word
33 Moon visil0,s
37 Hindu
teacher
38 Comfort
39 Gr. letter"-40 — bear
41 Din
42 Aphid: 2
words
44 Slimy fish
45 Briny deep
46 Impetus

Pepsi $1.29
6 pack cans

47
49
53
57
58
59
61
$2
S3
64

,-me.abo-

1

2

4

3

5

14
31

Macaws

32 Per,ecl

l>

33 Land
measure

36

10

■
a

27

Can

„.„,„„„ ,
3?
lZ7
woras

«°

Tar,an

42 Serl

*> Drag
*5 Water bod-

33

1
■

m

42

a

44

4) ■■

■ 47
47 Miss Doone

„
50 —.ounine
51 — nous
52 Deserved
53
tat
54 Beige
55 S. Alrican
56 Antic
M Tennis shot

S3
58
42
65

S4

SO

11

|

46

ies

u where Sana

Jl

Itr 1

39

pn~j

I

W

36

34

H

30

M

H

8

24

12

1

II

1

II

',6

15

55

1

i
;

66

",

H

?

51

f

64

"
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LOST A FOUND
Lost 1 blk. coat in Sam B's on
Oct. S. Ask lor Moon Unit. 3527883.

WERE
UHlKINf,
FOR OUR
OWN
JOHN

ANIMAL

Thursday-Oct. 26th at 6:30

ACTION
PBMUBH

Stadium Plaza Cinemas
fist Prize- Your Own Toga Party! (5 or 6 kegs) I
1
S

Areas to be Judged: Resemblance, Dress, and craziness. Wear your
Toga and Join in the Fun. Best Toga wins Prize. Also many FREE

f

o

giveways.

£

ALL THIS ONLY

$1.39

Roy Rogers
DRIVE THRU

E.Wooster & Summit

WEDNESDAY
SPECIAL
Tender Roast Beef, sliced thin
and stacked high on a buttered
seeded roll with cowboy fries
and crisp cole slaw. Regular
price $1.79.

Lost drivers license. Cindy
Schnleder II found call 2-5859.
Lost SR-51 calculator In
McDonald Quad Rm. 60 on 10S 78. Call 352 5469
SERVICESOFFEReO
Babysitting at my home. 3523153 before 1:30 or after 6.
Will babysit In my home.
Excell. rel. 352 0560.
Plsanello's has pizza party
discounts. Call 352-5166 for
details.
Pregnancy Aid & Under
standing. EMPA 287 4679 a
352 1488.
House a Fall Cleaning by WE
FOUR HOUSEWIVES CLN.
SER. Today's working person
does not want to work all week
a then another 11 hrs. doing
household chores, that person
deserves to be free on
weekends. For details: 1-2552421.
PERSONALS
Congratulations to Brother
Matt La Monica a 1978
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi Pam
Slrlne. on your Sigma ChiDelta Gamma Engagement.
Our Best wishes forever The
Brothers ol Sigma Chi.
Get ready all you Alpha Pi's
because It is now only one
month until the famous
RAMPANT LION takes place.
So get psyched and get those
dates! 11
The first pledge candlepassing this fall stopped at
Diane.
Congrats on your
engagement to Jim. L a L
Your Alpha Pelt Sisters.
The Zeta Pledges, on their
sneak did go And found some
new songs for them to know.
We hope that U. of M. proved
to be fun. We're glad you're
back 'cause you're number
one!
LeeAnn
a
ScottCongratulations on
your
lavallerlngl Gamma Phi Phi
Kappa Psl. Love, the gamma
phi's.
Gamma Phi Beta is proud to
CONGRATULATE
Kim
Mowry on her ACTIVATION!
Love, the Gamma Phi's.
Cindy Partaln Your sisters

know you are doing one heck of
a job! Love, the Gamma Phi's.
Congratulations to Fran Voilr
our llrst BRIGHT CRESCENT
of the quarter. GPH-8.
Women Musicians who want to
perform in Women's Coffeehouse Oct. 28 lor pay
contact
Sheila
Woods
Women's Music Prolect. 3526448 or 372 2620.
The Brothers ol Phi Kappa Psl
would like to welcome their
new pledges: Keith Relnke,
David Burssee. Jerry Natal.
Scott Gales a Mike Roberts.
Good Luck I
Yours with every seven wash
loads-a Libbey Glass or mug!
Every Tues. a Weds. 99
Kirk's Coin Laundryl 709 S.
Main
Premium gifts! Now at Kirk's
Coin Laundryl Every Tues. a
Wed 9 9.
Applications for this years
Student
Court
are now
available In 460 Student Services Building. Please return
them by Oct. 24.
"GOOD TIMES" Strech your
Imagination by sending for a
booklet filled with fun, Interesting, inexpensive dating
Ideas. Send S2 to Cheryl, 2025
Grape, Denver Co., 80207.
The Gentlemen's Fraternity of
SAE wishes to thank all the
young women of BG for
making last night's Little Sis
Rush a smashing success, a
welcome you back Thurs. for
wlnea cheese.
Attention Girls: Get psyched
for PHI KAPPA PSI Lll SIS
Rush Tuesday, Oct. 17 a
Thurs.Oct. 19; 7:30-9:30.
Eunle's Bar. Specials Tuesday
thru Saturday. SOT S. Main.
DELTS The DZ's are psyched
for a 'Sweetest Day tea with
the sweetest guys on campus.
The DZ's.
KD's. The Brothers of Sigma
Phi Epsllon extend a warm
"thank you" for an EX
CELLENT TEA last Frl.
To our fall pledge class: your
overnight a breakfast were a
great surprise, keep up the
terrlllc work! XI Love, your
Sisters
Congratulations to Delta
Gamma for winning the Spirit
Award In the Delta Tau Delta
Superstars Competition a to

the Phi Mu's for placing
second you
were
tough
competition!! Love. The KD's.
The Slg-Ep KD GET LUCKY
Tea on Friday 13th was a
GREAT success!! To prove It
we BOTH won First place
titles In the Superstars
Competition. Congrats a
thanks for a FANTASTIC
tlmel Love, The KD's.
ALPHA PHI's: Thanks for
making the T shirt tea a wild a
crazy time. Love, the KAPPA
SIGS.
AOO PLEDGE JAMBOREE
IS THIS SATURDAY! 14:1*
IN OLD FRAT. ROW. SEE
YOU THEREIN
Phi Taus: we want to say It "a
little bit louder now" we think
you're greatl Thanks for the
teal Love, the AGD's.
Chi O's: John Belushi a his
gang couldn't have done It
better. Thanks for a super
TOGA TEA! The SAE.
KAPPA SIGS, THANKS FOR
A TRULY "WILD a CRAZY"
TEA!!! Love, From EACH
ALPHA PHI.
Congratulations Petti a Bob on
8 months together a your DG
Pike lavallerlng. Lots of love
Joan.
WANTED
Need F. rmte. for winter a
Spr. Otrs. 3 blks. from campus.
CALL 352 8986 Also, mending,
ironing, a sewing done at very
reasonable rates. 352-8988.
2 F. to share house for Wtr. a
Spr. Qtrs. 1 blk. from campus
at
210
N.
Enterprise.
Reasonable rent. 352 4215.
Need home for dog, pt. Cocker,
11 mo. old. Housebroken, shots
complete, good watch dog. 3722271, Dr. Hadley, before 5pm.
HELPWANTED
Pt. time days. Hours. 112 Full
time nights also. Apply in
person at Rudy's Hot Dog. 999
S Main.
Light housework approx. 10
hr.-wk. Need own trans. Ph.
353 3853.
Church organist for Peace
Lutheran Church, BG. 332-0241
or 352-8107.
Business malor or MBA
student wanted lor part-time
sales management position.
352 3538
Newspaper ad sales, Flndlay,
Tiffin.

Fremont,
Fostoria,
B.G. High Commission. Full or
part-time. Excellent Opportunity with growing company.
352 35X.
Live in babysitter in exchange
for room a board. Call 833
3141.
Waitresses 1st a 3rd shift.
Cooks. 3rd shift. Apply In
person at Dutch Pantry, 1720
E.Wooster.
FOR SALE
40 watt Sherwood Receiver.
Mikro Selkl Turntable a 2
Advent Loudspeakers. Ph. 3527281, Ask for Scott.
1970 Mustang,
All rust
removed a In prime. Priced to
sellatS795.00 255 0319
Reduced
price.
Season
reserved seat hockey ticket.
Call 333 3963.
1969 Karmann Ghla convertible. 80,000 ml. good
running cond. Needs body rust
repairs. S165. 823 3192eves.
Technics stereo receiver, 38
watts, mint cond. Call after
5:30,352 7081.
Pioneer car 8 track, 4 warts a 2
Jensen 20 co-axial speakers. 6
mo. old. 352 7061 after5:30.
New a used records for sale.
Send for list or stop by 1030 E.
Wooster. 352 3350.
Dokorder 1120 reel to reel tape
recorder. SOS., S.W.S., Echo,
5,7,10 Inch reels. S350 352 3350
73 Vega GT, 4 speed. Call 352
4258.
1974 Pinto 2-dr. auto. Very
good cond. No rust. SHOO, or
best oiler 352 1496
1975 Yamaha RD 330B. New
engine. Custom Paint. Must
sell. 372 5149. Ask lor Steve.
'73 Mercury Comet. 38,000 ml.
Excell. cond. 372 5140.
1960 Austin Healy. Bug-eye
Sprite. Good cond. Ron, 353
6731 after 6pm.
1975 Cutlass Supreme. Excell.
cond. 334 1196 after 7pm.
FOR RENT
Brand new furn apt., 7 blks.
from campus, for 3-4 persons.
Call 352 4474.
Thurstln Manor Apt. attic,
fully carpeted, cable TV,
laundry lac 451 Thurstln. 352
5434. One avail.
1 bedrm. unfurn. apt, Sllimo.
All urn pd. except elec. Ph.
352 4380 In am.
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Day in review

From Associated Press wire stories

Pope John Paul II promises "ministry of love"
Pope John Paul II promised
yesterday that a "ministry of love"
would mark his reign as the 284th
pontiff of the Roman Catholic Church.
The former cardinal Karol Wojtyla of
Krakow, Poland, also took a trip outside Vatican walls on his first full day
as leader of the world's 700 million
Catholics-to visit a "very dear friend"
who had suffered a heart attack.
He visited Polish Bishop Andre-Marie
Deskur, 54, head of the Pontifical
Commission for Social Communication.
Deskur was taken to a hospital about

two miles from the Vatican Friday
after suffering a heart attack.
Thousands, alerted by a radio announcement that he would make the
trip, lined the streets to cheer the pope,
who waved and smiled as he drove by in
his open black Mercedes.
In a televised sermon delivered under
Michelangelo's fresco "The Last
Judgment" in the Sistine Chapel, the
pope pledged to carry on the church
reforms launched by the Second
Vatican Council of 1962-65 and to follow
the guidelines laid down by Paul VI and

John Paul I.
VATICAN OFFICIALS, meanwhile,
announced that John Paul would
preside at a Mass at his installation on
Sunday. The announcement made no
mention of a coronation, Implying that
he would continue the pattern of John
Paul I, who refused to be crowned the
temporal ruler of the church.
From Warsaw, Polish Communist
leader Edward Gierek sent a message
to the pope, saying his election "fills
Poland with great satisfaction" and
that he was "convinced that further

from the secret conclave where they
had been sequestered since Saturday
afternoon.
The election of Wojtyla as successor
to Pope John Paul I broke the four-anda-half-century hold Italians had on the
papacy. And the selection of a prelate
from Poland, where more that 90
percent of Its 35 million residents are
Catholic, appeared to point out the
vitality of the church in an era when
religious faith is threatened.
Cardinal Franz Koenig of Vienna,
Austria, said the Polish prelate had
been favored in the voting by the Italian
cardinals while the "foreigners" leaned
toward maintaining the Italian line.

development of relations between
must not affect loyalty to the basic
Poland and the Apostolic See" would
doctrinal truths of the church. This was
come about.
perhaps an indication that he would
A Polish government spokesman,
pursue a conservative stance on such
Kazlmierz Kakol, said passport
matters as the church's ban on arrestriction would be eased to allow a
tificial contraception, the ordination
"large number" of Poles to travel to
of women and the marriage of priests.
Rome for the installation. He did not
THE POPE SUPPORTED the consay how many visas would be granted.
traception ban put forth in Pope Paul
Poles normally have to wait three to
VTs 1968 encyclical "Humanae Vitae"
four weeks to obtain a travel visa.
when he was archbishop of Krakow.
In his first papal sermon, the 58-yearClad in the traditional papal robes of
old pontiff warned that the "general
brilliant white satin and red skullcap,
criteria of loyalty to the Vatican Council' the pope celebrated Mass jointly with
the cardinals who elected him Monday.
He delivered a half hour sermon In
Latin and then released the 110 men

Carter intervenes in Mid-East peace talks
President Carter stepped personally
into the Middle East peace talks
yesterday, meeting separately at the
White House with the heads of the
Israeli and Egyptian delegations.
Administration officials denied that
Carter intevened in an effort to overcome an impasse in the talks, although
the pattern of separate meetings was
the same as the president used at Camp
David to try to bridge impasses there.
"There is no particular hurdle. The
president will review the status of the
talks, the progress that has been made,
and the differences that remain," said

George Sherman, a State Department
press officer who has been acting as
official spokesman for all three
countries during the talks that began
here last Thursday.
Sherman said progress had continued, and that the atmosphere of the
talks was "very good."
As has been the practice in recent
days, Sherman refused to discuss the
details of the negotiations aimed at
parlaying an Israeli-Egyptian peace
treaty from the Mideast accords
produced by the Camp David summit.

SPEAKING PRIVATELY, however,
administration sources said they could
not make any predictions about when
the current round of talks would end.
These sources had voiced optimism
Monday about the chances for wrapping up the talks.

the evening.
But, Sherman said, those were the
last high-level meetings between the
two delegations. The meetings at Blair
House yesterday morning were between the Americans and Egyptians and
the Americans and Israelis.

Sherman said that Egypt's acting
foreign minister, Bourtos Ghali, had a
three-hour dinner Monday night with
Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan.
The two countries' defense ministers,
Kamal Hassan Ali of Egypt and Ezer
Weizman of Israel, also met briefly in

At Camp David, there was a similar
pattern. After initially bringing the two
sides together, Carter and the
American delegatMn found that the
best way to solve problems was to deal
with each country separately, acting as
an intermediary.

k*

Cleveland students may have to stay after school
Cleveland students finally began the
fall term yesterday and bemoaned the
prospect of an extended school year
without vacations to make up for time
lost during a prolonged school employees' strike.
A strike by 10,000 Cleveland school
employees delayed the start of the fall
term 40 days, and Christmas and spring

vacations have been canceled, leaving
pupils only one holiday a month. In
addition, the school year in the 100,000pupil district will continue through the
end of June.
"Our vacations were blown away,"
said Thomas Bender, a Junior at West
Technical High School. "I think the
year is going to be very busy."

Joan Raymond, 16, said she was glad
the strike-lengthened summer vacation
finally ended, saying returning to the
classrooms was "better than staying at
home."
BUT SHE SAID she was worried that
if a proposed $11.1 million tax increase
for education is voted down in
November, as two previous tax issues

lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOdOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOC^^
MIXES AND LARGE SELECTION OF SOFT DRINKS
IMPORTED * DOMESTIC WINES
COLD BEER CARRYOUT
PARTY FOODS I
DELICATESSEN
We Hov- Block
And Crushed Ice
CORNER NAPCHF.ON
POIEON RD.
RO. *
t S. MAIN ST
ST.
*W "W 'W ■ ■ ■

COKE

were, school employees will not get an
additional raise and will walk out
again.
Renea Morris, also 16, said she would
rather stay In school until 5:30 p.m.
daily than miss traditional holiday
recesses. "We shouldn't be punished for
what the teachers did," she complained.

Newsphotoby AP Wire
OPTICAL INTRUSION-Scratch the bear, the one on the right,
heard It's not fair to hit a man with glasses, so he removes those of
trainer, Al Niemela before the bear sinks his Incisors into
Nlemela's jugular vein. Actually, Niemela said, "She's the gentlest
bear I know."

3 f°r $ 1

1 liter bottle

South Side 6
W ■ ^»» ^«»

plus deposit

STORE HOURS:
One Stop
Party Center
Quick Service

***

Mon. thru Thurs. 9 to 11
Fri. t Saf.

9 Til Midnight
.
....
Sunday 9 to 11
c

BOWLING GREEN. O.
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IS COMING TO BOWUNG GREEN.OHIO.
Iiipn

The Source,
Finders Records,
BGSU University Union
Boogie Records, Headshed
TU Student Union, Peaches,
Central Travel and Ticket Office

Ticket outlets
$9 Reserved and
$8 General Admission
Bowling Green State U.,

8pm, Anderson Arena
Saturday, November nth.
No smoking, bottles or cans in Anderson Arena.
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Sports
Yanks champs again
Bucky Dent and Brian Doyle slashed three hits each and
Catfish Hunter with help from Rich Gossage pitched a seven
hitter as the New York Yankees won their second consecturive World Series over the Los Angeles Dodgers 7-2 last
night.
The Dodgers opened the scoring in the first as Davey Lopes
hit his third homer of the series off Hunter.
New York came back in the top of the second when Graig
Nettles singled, Jim Spencer walked and Doyle doubled deep
to right to score Nettles. Then Dent singled off the wall to
score both Spencer and Doyle for a 3-1 lead.

THE DODGERS got their second run in the third as Joe
Ferguson doubled off the right field wall and was driven
home on a Lopes single.
But the Yankees broke the game open in the sixth when Lou
Pinella singled and went to second on a passed ball. Doyle
then singled in Pinella for his second rbi of the game. Dent hit
is third single to drive in Doyle and increase tht Yankee lead
to 5-2
The Yankees added two more runs in the seventh when Roy
White walked and Reggie Jackson blasted a homer over the
right field wall.

Boofers face tough CSU
By Dave LewandowsU
Staff Reporter

Possibly the biggest test Bowling Green's soccer team will
face all season will be played tonight when the Falcons
square off against Cleveland State.
The Vikes are a national contender and BG would like
nothing better than to knock-off CSU to advance their own
objectives and gain first place in the state rankings.
After Saturday's win over Ball State, which saw BG pepper
the BSU net with 35 shots, coach Gary Palmisano said the
Falcons have what it takes to defeat the Vikes.
"WE HAVE THE potential to beat Cleveland State."
Palmisano said. "They may be better than us on an individual basis, but if we play as a team we can defeat them."
The Vikes return 10 lettermen from last year's 14-2 team.
CSU lost in the quarterfinals of the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA) to Souther IllinoisEdwardsville last year.

Last season , CSU defeated the Falcons 2-0 behind the
goalkeeping of Fred Bass, who recorded nine shutouts during
the season. Bass is back again this year, and is supported by
a host of talented players.
Junior John Tyma, who led the team with 15 goals and
seven assists last year, returns as does two-time All-Ohio and
All-Mideast selection James Paynter. Tyma is CSU's leading
scorer this year with six goals and three assists in eight
games.
CSU face Wooster earlier in the season and defeated the
Scots 4-0. The Falcons beat the same team 5-1 in their
meeting.
The Vikes were riding the crest of a four game winning
streak before they were defeated in the finals of the Clemson
Invitational by the host team two weeks ago.
BG striker Ken Hendershott will be back in action after
suffering a knee injury in the Miami game two weeks ago.
BG will find no rest when they face another tough team in
Akron on Saturday.

Strong opposition hard on BG
By Bill Paul
Assistant Sports Editor
Strong competition continued to plague the Bowling Green
women's golf team last weekend as the Falcons ended the fall
season with a 12th-place finish in the 19-team Mid-West
Regionals held at Madision Wisconsin.
Although the women failed to post an impressive finish,
this fall coach Janet Parks was thankful her team received
the opportunity to clash with some of the nation's strongest
teams.
"There is no substitute for experience," Parks said.
"That's true in any sport, but especially in golf. When a girl
steps up to that tee she is all by herself. There is nobody she
can pass to."
OHIO STATE WON the tournament with a team total of
634, followed by Michigan State, Purdue, Central Michigan,
and Southern Illinois. The Falcons totalled 721 team strokes,
but their 12th-place finish was their best of the fall campaign.

For the second straight week sophomore for Cathy Hackett
paced the Falcons. Her 87-80 for a two-round total of 167 was
good for a lOth-place individual finish.
"She's done a fine job for us this fall," Parks said. "She has
taken six strokes off her average and that's quite an improvement.
Kris McKelvey finished second with a 90-86-176, Lori Griffey
was third with a 91-95-186 and Karen Todd rounded out the
squad witn a 96-99-195.
Parks said that the jump from Ohio junior golf to that of the
collegiate level is a difficult one that the main asset her
young team lacks is experience.
"The junior program in Ohio isn't very strong," she said.
"You make a jump from playing 10-12 people at a time to
about 120 and from playing on one to two courses to about five
or six and that can make a big difference."
So although the Falcons absorbed their share of the lumps
this fall, Parks is hopeful the spring season will demonstrate
the program has reached a new stage of development.

BG football dilemma

Where are the fans?
Last Saturday, the nation's number one statistically
ranked offensive football team played at Doyt L. Perry
Stadium. No, it wasn't the Oklahoma Sooners, and no, it
wasn't Alabama. It was Bowling Green's own Falcons, with
an average of 520.8 yards per game.
Yet, despite these impressive credentials, there were more
empty seats than full ones at the Stadium for BG's game with
Kent State.
This certainly isn't a new problem for the athletic
department, who under the new direction of Jim Lessig, has
done plenty of promoting for this year's home games.
ITS A PROBLEM that has plagued Bowling Green for
several years now, and even with an exciting offensive team,
the crowds are no bigger.
It's understandable to expect a small crowd braving the
BG weather when the team is losing, but this year their
winning. So what's the reason?
I have a couple of theories, neither of which put a blame on
the students.
For one thing, in Coach Denny Stolz own words, the
Falcons have had probably the worst schedule in the history
of man over the past two seasons.
Of their last ten games, eight of them have been on the
road.
It could be argued that the students forgot that they had a
team that played for the school, based on the scant number of
appearances they have made in the past season and a half.
It is difficult to be able to follow a team closely and root for
the team when they play so many games on the road and
make so few home appearances. The Falcons have become
victims of their own schedule.
BG WILL soon have two big conference games at home
when Central Michigan and Ball State-two of the top teams in
the conference-come to Doyt L. Perry Stadium on successive
weeks. But before that, the Falcons must travel to Miami to
play the team who for the past three years have almost
singlehandedly shot the Falcons out of the league race.
Chances are, if the Falcons lose to Miami at Oxford
Saturday, attendence for the Central Michigan and Ball State
game will again suffer. At the same time, however, if BG
beats Miami, interest may be stimulated enough to draw a
near-capacity crowd for the homecoming encounter with the
Chippewas.
That's one theory-that the Falcons have fallen prey to a
hardluck schedule. But here's another problem, and a
possible suggestion.
When BG hosted Grand Vailed State in its first home game
of the season, playing on television was the Notre DameMichigan game.
One could hardly blame a student for opting to stay home
and watch a game between two of the nation's strongest
football powers than to come out and set the Falcons beat on

an undermanned opponent.
LAST SEASON, when Iowa State, possibly the best team
ever to come to Bowling Green having been tri-champions of
the prestigious Big Eight Conference the year before, Ohio
State vs. Oklahoma was on TV.
Once again, even a chance to see a Big Eight opponent In
the raw couldn't compare to seeing a game with as much
magnitude as the Sooner-Buckeye game had.

Steve
Sadler
It came to no great surprise that the OU-OSU game ended
up being nothing short of a classic, one that will not soon be
forgotten.
I'm not going to put any blame on the students for staying
at home and watching a game between nationally-ranked
teams week after week instead of going out to see Bowling
Green-I'd do the same thing.
What I propose is to change the time of the Bowling Green
games.
OHIO UNIVERSITY used to start some of its games at 11
a.m. to avoid Ohio State, and at Eastern Michigan, just a few
miles from Ann Arbor, the home of the Michigan Wolverines,
games are played at night.
Naturally because the stadium doesn't have lights, BG
couldn't play at night. Besides, Denny Stolz doesn't like night
football anyhow.
But how about starting the games at noon.
Here's my reasoning.
If a major college football game on TV starts at 2 p.m., a
student could come to the Bowling Green game for at least
the first half, and if he so desired, could leave at halftime and
still see all of the TV game.
The hitch is, if the Falcons were involved in a thrilling
game, or putting on a good performance, some students may
decide to stick around until the end. That way they would still
be able to see over a half of the TV game.
MANY OF the TV games start at 4 p.m. When this is the
case, a person could watch the BG game, then go home and
watch the entire TV game.
Move that starting time up an hour-and-a-half and it may
alleviate some of the conflict with the TV game of the week.
Let's face it, even with an exciting, productive offense, BG
isn't ready to compete with an Oklahoma, Ohio State or a
Notre Dame game on TV.
Maybe there is more to it than just changing the starting
time, but considering there were more empty seats than
occupied ones last Saturday to see the nation's number one
offense, it might not be a bad idea to try.

"WILD
WEDNESDAY"
(PAGLIAI'S EAST ONLY)
6 FREE Pepsi's
with purchase of
Large "Crazy George
Special (sausage, onion,
green pepper) 1 item free
($4.80 value).

HOURS:

'Care to join me in a cold Stroh's?'

Mon-Sat 11 am-2 am
Sunday 4 pm-Midnight

For the real beer lover.
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Pag I iai's Special
(sausage, pepperoni,
mushroom, onion, green
pepper) 1 item free ($6.00
value).
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